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anyAmericans download digital files via the Internet
in lieu of purchasing them. This downloading occurs seemingly
without concern or guilt by the public.' Instead of realizing
that downloading digital files takes revenue away from artists,
much of the Internet community views illegal file downloading
as "sharing" rather than stealing.' But, when "sharing" results
in an estimated billions of dollars in losses to the recording
and motion picture industries, there is a problem: illegal
downloads decrease revenue for the artists and for the
everyday people who work in the entertainment industry.3
Illegal digital file sharing is difficult to stop because
of the social norm held by theAmerican public that file sharing
is acceptable despite the existence of copyright laws.4 There
is difficulty in convincing the public that illegal downloading
is wrong when there is no existing social disapproval to
pressure Internet downloaders to stop this behavior 5
Further validating the belief that it is not illegal to download
copyrighted files isthe recent ruling in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Inc. v. Grokster that distributors of peer-to-peer
network software are not liable for direct or contributory
copyright infringement for facilitating the trading of
copyrighted files.6
Widespread feelings of dislike for the recording
industry also increase the acceptability of the flow of files
across the web.7 Steve Mejia, a music file sharer, explains,"I
don't think it is stealing from the recording industry,because
they have been stealing from us all this time by charging way
too much for compact discs.' 8 The recording industry did
not help to change Mejia's view when, in 2000,the FTC caught
five major companies illegally inducing retailers to overcharge
for CDs. The overcharging likely cost U.S. music consumers
$480 million over a three year period. 0 In their distrust of
record companies,file sharers seem to ignore the possibility
that there are real people working for recording companies
whom file sharing harms. Stephanie Lowery, a Milwaukee
high school student, exemplified this disregard for recording
company employees by saying,"l think there are worse things

going on in the world to worry about right now than if Nelly
isn't making an extra $2 million because people are trading
his songs on the Net."'
These anti-copyright, pro-file trading feelings are
causing an enormous debate over how to stop Internet file
sharing from harming artists and the others involved. Solving
the problem is difficult because of the viewpoint of
entertainment industries such as the recording industry and
the motion picture industry. While peer-to-peer network
users justify their illegal sharing as acceptable behavior, the
entertainment industry is slow to accept possible legal uses
of file sharing software. The Recording IndustryAssociation
ofAmerica (RIAA),the music trade organization that controls
ninety percent of U.S. music distribution, has been unyielding
in its fight to kill MP3 sharing programs through lawsuits. 2
The current approach towards counteracting
copyright infringement isa movement to privatize the control
of digital media. 3 Through privatizing digital mediathe focus
of copyright protection shifts towards ways to control the
different forms of the art even after the end user has
purchased it. The Digital Millennium CopyrightAct (DMCA),
for instance, has helped shift copyright control towards artists
rather than towards the public. 4 While widely supported
by the copyright industries, the type of copyright protection
enforced by the DMCA is unlikely to yield the necessary
results that would make both the copyright industry and the
public happy while still decreasing the amount of illegal
downloads facilitated by peer-to-peer networks.
This Note discusses the need to solve the copyright
problems caused by digital file sharing over peer-to-peer
networks and the possible solutions that would be acceptable
to both the media industries and the public. While it is likely
that the problems caused by file sharing will not decrease
significantly by placing post-sales control in the hands of the
artists, it is probable that legislative and industry driven
technical counter-measures will be able to decrease illegal
file sharing in an acceptable way.

Solutions are on Track
Part I outlines copyright in general and how digital
technology is pushing at the boundaries of copyright law.
Part II evaluates different ways in which illegal file sharing
may be stopped and concludes that non-privatization
methods of limiting file sharing will likely make a greater
impact on stopping illegal downloads than methods which
place full control in the hands of the artist- Part III discusses
the possible impact of these technologies, and Part IV
concludes that there are possible ways to decrease illegal
file sharing while still allowing people to trade digital files via
peer-to-peer networks.
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Copyright Law
American copyright law has promoted the protection
and production of artistic goods since the Framers wrote
the Constitution." By recognizing the need for creation of
new ideas in society,the United States Constitution opened
the door for copyright protection through granting Congress
the power to "promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts, by securing for limited Times toAuthors and Inventors
the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and
Discoveries."' 6 Congress reacted to this clause when it
created the Copyright Act in 1909 and subsequently revised
it to its modern form in 1976.' 7 The Copyright Act gives
artists property protection for their unique works.' 8 It
secures exclusive rights to the work of art for the life of the
author plus seventy years. 9 This protection stems from the
theory that artists will not create unless society ensures
them a financial gain.2 Society, in return, profits from this
growth of knowledge and scientific progress. 2 The Copyright
Act balances the financial gain of the author with the profits
for public, therefore creating a fair copyright law.22 This theory
of balance assumes that the government must prevent "free
riders" from copying the artist's work and subsequently selling
copies to the public at a cheaper price.23 If"free riders" do
take the good, copy it, and sell it at a lower price, then the
theory assumes that artists will be unable to recover their
costs and that they, therefore, will engage in lines of work
24
which do not include the creation of art.

created by copyright law. 8 Congress attempted to right
this balance by creating exceptions to the artist's monopoly
over their personal works. The main exceptions are: I)
securing protection for a limited term, 29 2) fair use, 3) the
first sale doctrine,3 and 4) the creation of the public domain."
In the debate regarding illegal file sharing across the
Internet, fair use is widely utilized in the argument against
privatization. 2 Fair use provides an affirmative defense to
infringement created by the Copyright Act.33 As codified in
§ 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976, fair use permits the
copying of art for purposes such as criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research. 34 This flexibility
of use decreases the rigidity of the Copyright Act by giving
certain members of the public advanced rights in relation to
protected works of art.3
In the face of digital file sharing, the amount or type
of fair use that should be available to the public is
questionable. 36 While some see fair use as a right, judicial
courts have recently viewed fair use as a privilege. 7 This
judicial view helps to increase movement towards advanced
38
artistic control over goods after purchase.

Proliferation of Digital Technology
In the past ten years, the proliferation of digital
technology has caused significant changes in the way people
listen to music, watch movies, and even read books. Music,
movie, and publishing companies now sell digital copies in
the form of CDs, DVDs, and eBooks in addition to analog
copies of the artwork. The series of binary digits (bits) that
make up the content of these digital copies create a near
perfect replica of the original art. Once in digital form,
individuals with the correct equipment can perfectly replicate
these audio or video files. Thus, anyone with a computer
and basic computer skills has the ability to copy these discrete
bits to make perfect replicas without losing sound or picture
quality.
A computer user can make these digitized copies
widely available to the general public via the Internet.3 9 Using
networks that link home computers through a local area
network or though the Internet, people share their music,
movie, and book files in ways that were unavailable with the
analog medium.

40

Through the feeling of anonymity the

Internet provides and the characteristics of the digital form,
average computer users can make high quality copies and
distribute large quantities of protected art seemingly without
the risk of detection by the copyright owner.

Some scholars, however, opine that by giving
monopoly rights to artists, Congress may be harming the

Digital Millennium CopyrightAct

public.25 The artists, with sole control over the sales of their

In reaction to file-sharing, Congress passed the
DMCA in 1998.41 By creating the DMCA, Congress meant
to extend a broad copyright protection against the new
technical threats of replication and distribution of copyrighted
works. 2 In short, the main purpose of the DMCA was to
encourage protection of digital copyrighted works through

goods, sell their artistic goods at higher than necessary
rates.26 These artificially high rates may discourage the
purchase of goods or may render members of the public
2
This price hike upsets the
unable to purchase the goodsY.
public
use and artist's incentives
delicate balance between
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technology.43 Not surprisingly, the main proponent of the media industry outsiders that the copyright industry's fears
DMCA was the RIAA.4
are unfounded. 4 Industry outsiders draw a comparison to
The DMCA creates a restriction on two types of the introduction of video-cassette recorders (VCRs) into
activities dealing with copyright infringement.4 The restricted the home. While the MPAA publicly predicted its demise at
activities are: I) circumventing copyright protections; and 2) the hands of the VCR, in the wake of VCR's introduction to
creating devices meant to circumvent copyright protections. 46 the home the MPAA realized and recognized that VCRs
While the DMCA does not give copyright owners absolute created a hugely successful economic market for home
control over their works, the DMCA does give them movies.5" Like the industry growth created by the VCR,
increased control over the use of digital technology to limit digitized file movements over the Internet have the potential
47
to revolutionize the entertainment industry's methods of
the public's use and replication of the art.
Although the DMCA does move copyright law into sales. Unfortunately, before the copyright industries could
the mindset of protecting copyright through privatization, realize their opportunity for growth, organizations like the
the DMCA does not provide much help towards the growing RIAA and the MPAA hope their push to amend copyright
problem of file-sharing.48 A large flaw of the DMCA is that it laws will terminate Internet file trading.
does not suggest a solution to the digital piracy that occurs
without the use of copyright circumvention.4 9 At the present
time, the public has the ability to buy a CD, copy and make
MP3 files of the songs, and trade the MP3s across the Internet
without using an anti-circumvention tool.

Digital Copyright infringement Spins
Out of Control
Despite the enactment of the DMCA, digital piracy
continues to be a threat to copyright owners.5 0 The
proliferation of new types of digital media, such as MP3s and
DivX movies, across the Internet is difficult to stop.
Decentralized peer-to-peer networks such as Morpheus,
KaZaa, and Gnutella spring up frequently as software
developers are fighting to create new systems to allow file
sharing to continue."
The widespread popularity of digital file swapping,
with its small costs of replication and distribution, has caused

Judicial Decisions
The legal system's first major encounter with online
file sharing came in the form of A&M Records, Inc. v.Napster,
Inc.16 In Napster,eighteen music companies sued the popular
peer-to-peer network, 7 which, at the time, facilitated the
sharing of digital files between 75 million registered users.58
The Ninth Circuit held that the majority of Napster's users
shared copyrighted files and those users were thus direct
infringers of the plaintiff's copyrights. 9 Napster itself could
be held liable for contributory infringement as a result of its
assistance to its users' direct infringement. 0
Despite this judicial acknowledgement that
copyrighted file sharing and the
facilitation of copyrighted file sharing
is illegal, digitized file sharing continues.
The reason for this continued
infringement is enforcement, or the
lack of it.6' The reach of peer-to-peer
file sharing is enormous, and the
Sattempt

to stop millions of people

from file sharing through the use of
the court has an enormous scope. The
RIAA recently has begun to file charges
against individual consumers in an
62
an uproar from the copyright industry. The Motion Picture attempt to make an impact on file sharing. One of the first
Association of America (MPAA) has estimated that it loses consumers sued by the major recording companies was
$3 billion annually to Internet piracy; the RIAA estimates Joseph Nievelt, a student at Michigan Technological
63
that it loses $4.2 billion annually to piracy; and theAssociation University. The case against Nievelt settled with an
of American Publishers estimates that it lost $500 million to agreement by Nievelt to pay the recording company
piracy last year. 2 These industries argue that the Internet is $15,000.64 It is likely that cases like Nievelt's may scare some
unregulated and that this lack of regulation makes the Internet users away from downloading files; yet the fear of
copyright industry vulnerable to the problems created by being caught may not be enough to stop many file sharers
who are used to getting their music for free, 6 especially
digital technology. 3
However, there is an equally strong reaction from because many of these people believe that it is not illegal to
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distribute and take copyrighted works. As such, copyright
infringement must be resolved in a way that does not depend
solely on court enforcement.

Digital Rights Management
One of the common proposals for how to end
problems caused by file sharing is to use a technology called
digital rights management. 66 Digital rights management allows
entertainment industries to package their products in ways
that prevent purchasers, and subsequently third parties,from
making undesirable uses of the products." The advanced
technology contained in the product allows the copyright
owner to take direct control over how the purchaser handles
the property.68 In effect, digital rights management privatizes
the digital media by permitting the artist to retain control of
the product even after the artist sells it to the public. With
the use of digital rights management, the artist and, therefore,
the recording industry,can legally monitor, meter, and control
the end use of the product.69 The DMCA protects this
technology with its anti-circumvention ban which makes it

limits used to keep the copyright owner's intellectual
property within specific boundaries.76 Examples of the
boundaries created by digital fences are product packaging
limits, operating system limits, and limitations created by the
actual computer hardware.77 In many cases, the purchaser
isonly able to access the information within these boundaries
because the boundaries hold the key to decrypting the file. 8
When a user tries to access the information outside the
bounds of the fence, the information may be scrambled or
encrypted.79
Although digital fences may succeed in giving content
providers a wide variety of options to limit file sharing, a
major problem is that the content provider may severely
limit the purchaser's legal uses of the product.' For instance,
many of the early models of digital rights management
technology incorporated mechanisms which caused content
to disappear after a certain amount of time or after a certain
number of uses.8 These models sometimes included fencing
technology which did not permit the copying of the file into
the same or into different formats.82 Microsoft incorporated
these types of technologies
into its eBook reader, called
MS Reader.83 MS Reader is a
program that reads digital
book files and displays the
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book's
form content in a readable

on Windows operating
systems. Upon use, MS
Reader creates an account
that contains a "unique
hardware identifier" of the
user's computer. 4 As a result,
the user cannot share the
illegal to manufacture or distribute any kind of tool that eBook files with another user,or even read the eBook herself
disables a form of digital rights management. 70
from a different machine because of the missing hardware
There are two different types of digital rights identifier."5
management: digital watermarking and digital fences or
An even more extreme example of the restrictions
7
containers. Digital watermarking is a method of encoding created by digital fencing are the technical limitations
information such as the author's name, copyright date, and embedded in the European version of Celine Dion's "A New
purchaser's name into the purchased copy of the artwork.72 Day Has Come" CD. 6 This CD includes special technology
When the purchaser subsequently copies and transfers the to prevent the purchaser from playing the CD on a
7
work, he or she also copies the imbedded information.
computer's CD or DVD player, where there exists the
Digital rights management is supposed to limit illegal file possibility that the purchaser may copy and share it.8 7 Celine
trading because the copyright owners are able to use that Dion's record company terminated the possibility of digital
embedded information to identify the infringed good. 74 The copying through its digital fencing: when placed in acomputer,
problem with digital watermarking is that the entertainment the Celine Dion CD crashes the machine.88 Even more
industry can use the watermarks only for the purpose of troubling are the problems that the CD creates when placed
tracking, as watermarks do not have the capability to limit in an Apple iMac. When placed in an iMac, the digital rights
the production of copies for public trading over a device programmed CD both crashes the machine and also blocks
such as a peer-to-peer network.75 Digital watermarking, the CD drive from opening. 9 The blockage causes structural
therefore, while beneficial in its ability to identify infringed damage to the machine which results in the need for
goods, is not helpful in limiting sharing of copyrighted goods. computer repair.90
Much like the function of actual fences, digital fences,
Although this type of programming may help
also known as content management systems, are technical decrease the problems associated with digital file sharing,
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digital rights management infringes on fair use and is too
limiting as the solution to digital file sharing.9 ' Despite the
principle that the public can use the goods if the societal
benefits are high, digital fences limit use to certain persons
or machines without regard to the purpose of use. 92 This
limitation is extremely detrimental to libraries and schools
that want to use the works for educational purposes. 93
Digital fencing removes the freedom that was available to
the public when goods were in the analog format.
In a more practical sense, digital rights management
isnot the optimal solution to the file-sharing problem because
of these reasons: I) it is likely that there will always be
someone who can hack the protective fence; and 2) it is
likely that the public reaction towards the RIAA's strong
arm tactics will ultimately harm the industry more than help
it. As Jim Taylor, an expert on DVD technology says, "[y]ou

has become too private.'0 2 The public needs to retain some
sort of control over their artistic purchases.03 Hence, the
use of digital rights management goes too far in blocking digital
file transfers because while it does allow copyright owners
to retain considerable control over their works, it blocks
too much of the public's use of the art 0 4 in addition to
being a target for hacking.

°The Berman BiD

On July 25, 2002, U.S. Representative Howard
Berman (D-CA) introduced a bill to Congress entitled
"Remedies for Infringement: Use of Technologies to Prevent
Infringement of Copyrighted Works on Peer to Peer
Computer Networks."I0" Berman created this legislation,
H.R. 5211, in reaction to the flourishing illegal trade of
digitized files. 106 Representative Berman, along with
can never win with technology.., because somebody will Representatives Howard Coble, Lamar Smith, and Robert
always work around your technology"94
' Hackers have shown Wexler, recognized that the growing practice of copyright
an impressive ability to hack past digitally protected systems. piracy occurring through the use of peer to peer networks
For instance, hackers have provided a way for the public to has appeared to be unstoppable in the face of other proposed
work around the regional restrictions coded into DVD solutions.'7
players.9 The public can now access "loophole" codes that
Berman views solutions such as Digital Rights
they use to reprogram the player's remote control.96 Similar Management and the shutting down of peer-to-peer
to this hacking of DVD players, it is likely that there will always networks as not feasible because they are not complete 06
be someone who finds a way to break through the fence of For instance, Digital Rights Management may be easily cracked
digital rights management. Jon Johansen, a 16 year old and after the digital files reach the peer-to-peer networks,
Norwegian boy, broke through a DVD fence in 2000."7 Digital Rights Management can do nothing to stop the
Johansen co-authored DECSS, a DVD-decryption program, trading.'0 9 Berman is also hesitant to shut down peer-toand placed the code in the public's hands before his peer networks. While the attempted termination of these
subsequent arrest.98 The Secure Digital Music Initiative's systems may stop or slow digital piracy, Berman thinks that
(SDMI's) failed challenge to computer programmers that eliminating a growing Internet resource is not the right
programmers could not hack a digital watermark further solution because it stifles both innovation and legal file
demonstrates the potential problems with hacking.99 In just sharing.'10
a few weeks, a professor proved that SDMI's watermark could
H.R. 5211 creates a solution to the file sharing
problem
be hacked.'
by giving copyright owners a "safe harbor" from
As long as there are computer users like
Johansen and the aforementioned professor who are liability incurred through blocking the transfer of their
motivated to break through digital fencing and who will copyrighted files on public peer-to-peer networks.' The
provide the public with that information, then it is unlikely bill permits blocking to occur at the stage where the file
that digital rights management will be completely useful in trader is online and has allowed other network users to
access and download his files." 2 When the file trade
stopping copyrighted file sharing.
Furthermore, the public is vocal in its aversion to activation occurs between the two users, the copyright owner
digital rights management, and the music industry cannot blocks the transfer."3 The bill, however, specifically says that
continue to make money by alienating its own customers. the blocking of the trade cannot "alter, delete, or otherwise
Groups such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) impair the integrity of any computer file or data residing on
are making visible efforts to voice concerns
about the harmful effects of digital rights
management.'
People are dissatisfied when
their CD does not play in their Linux machine,
or when they cannot transfer the music they
legitimately purchased in CD-form to their MP3
player because of digital rights management.
John Erickson, a Hewlett-Packard systems
manager, says that people will resist the use of
digital rights management because copyright
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trader." ' "4

the computer of a file
Representative Berman
likens H.R. 5211 to self-help measures taken by property
owners, such as satellite companies.' 5 As laws allow satellite
companies to use electronic signals to stop the pirating of
their television signals, this law will allow copyright owners,
such as songwriters, to block the trading of music on peerto-peer networks.' "
Under H.R. 5211, the measures that the copyright
owners can use to protect their copyrights are extremely
limited. '" Before taking any action, the copyright owner
must notify the Department of Justice of the specific
technologies that he plans to use to block file trading."' 8 If
the Department of Justice consents to the technology, the
copyright owner can then block trading. 9 If, however, any
damage occurs to the file trader, H.R. 5211 preserves all
remedies available under current law and gives that file trader
2
the right to sue the copyright owner.
Importantly, H.R. 5211 allows fair use to continue.
Unlike digital rights management, H.R. 5211 does not impose
limitations on the copying of consumer products. Institutions
such as schools and libraries would still have the capability
to copy a compact disc for use in the classroom or check
out a digital eBook file to a student. Consumers could still
freely make copies of their CDs and place the digital files on
their MP3 players. They could even email the MP3s to a
friend. '2'
Despite retaining the necessary copyright balance,
much of the public perceives H.R. 5211 as a bill that would
allow copyright owners to engage in the unlimited "hacking"
and destruction of personal computers. 22 Industry watchers
such as the EFF are convinced the only reason Congress
considered this type of copyright protection technology is
because of threats made by movie studios.2 M Robin Gross,
an EFF staff attorney said,"[t]he rights we've enjoyed in the
analog space are now being taken away from us because
we're entering the digital realm."' 24 These assumptions are
unsupported. A detailed reading of H.R. 5211 clearly indicates

flexibility in how they listen and use the art that they purchase
because of the greater ability to transfer digital files to
different mediums such as CD-Rs and MP3 players. The
only limitation caused by H.R. 5211 is the decreased ability
to send a copyrighted file to millions of strangers through a
peer-to-peer network. This limitation is reasonable in light
of the rights of copyright owners and therefore is a successful
26
solution to the digital file trading problem.

Digital Speed Bu ps

Although it is likely that a legislative change, like the
one discussed above, would help limit the amount of illegal
file sharing while also slowing the privatization of digital media,
it is also likely that the widespread use of specific nonlegislative measures would play a large role in decreasing the
volume of illegal file sharing. Much like speed bumps decrease
speeding without the use of traffic police, industry-created
counter measures decrease file sharing without the use of
legislation. Three promising types of speed bumps designed
to slow online file sharing are university-imposed bandwidth
limitations, MP3 "spoofing," and incremental Internet Service
Provider (ISP) charges based on bandwidth usage.
Universities nationwide are beginning to limit the
bandwidth students have available to use on university
systems. 2 7 A decrease in bandwidth slows down the speed
of Internet file sharing through a peer-to-peer network such
as KaZaa.' 28 Universities set these limitations in reaction to
the enormous amount of resources that peer-to-peer
networks use when file-sharing. 29 In some cases, file-sharing
went so far as to actually hinder legitimate university business
because students virtually clogged the university systems with
peer-to-peer network use. For instance, at the University of
Oregon, peer-to-peer network use took up 95% of network
resources. 30 After installing software that slows Internet
connections for users of programs such as Napster, KaZaa,
and Edonkey, peer-to-peer network use slowed to consume
only about one-half of the University of Oregon's network' 3'
By enacting bandwidth limits to save
their own resources, colleges and
universities are effectively combating
the file sharing problem through the
second- hand effects of their
regulations. The reduction in
bandwidth decreases the transfer
speed of files that students obtain
across peer-to-peer networks. Since
transfers become slower and less
convenient, students either download
fewer files or else purchase the media
that the bill does not allow copyright owners to engage in to avoid the hassle of downloading. The University of North
computer hacking or to cause damage to personal Texas reports that the students on their network do not
computers. 2 The exact same rights will remain in the even try to download songs anymore. 2 Thus, colleges,
digital world as they had been in the analog world. Moreover, universities, and ISPs can play an enormous role in the
with the passage of H.R. 5211, consumers will have greater decrease of peer-to-peer network use just by limiting
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bandwidth.
In addition to the bandwidth limits, "spoofing" may
also decrease the popularity of peer-to-peer networks.
Spoofing is a method of placing decoy files on peer-to-peer
networks in an effort to frustrate the user to the point of
stopping file sharing 33 Those who spoof defend themselves
by saying, "[y]ou get what you pay for."' 4 An example of

based on bandwidth usage rather than by a flat rate) 4 By
charging based on bandwidth the customers who transfer
more data pay more for their Internet service. 46 This
payment change would cause customers to owe their ISP
provider some sort of fee everytime they downloaded a
digital file and everytime that another peer-to-peer user
uploaded a song from them. 47 The hope is that those
customers who share files
would realize they pay more

because of their sharing and
subsequently would stop
generously sharing their48own
files over the network.'

the effectiveness of spoofing is the availability of the Linkin
Park song "Somewhere I Belong" Using LimeWire networks,
60% of the available "Somewhere I Belong" files were
decoys. 35 These decoys contained messages from the band
discussing the album and the single, along with the release
date.

36

Recently, members of the recording industry have
begun turning to spoofing companies like Covenant and
Overpeer to deter the file sharing of their client's music.' 37
Covenant's business purpose is to assist the music industry
in promoting and distributing digital music.'38 While it works
through spoofing, Covenant intends to promote music
without alienating users by including promotional material
in its decoy files.'39 A typical Covenant decoy file contains
approximately a minute of the real song before an
announcement interrupts the music and proclaims, "Earn
thousands of dollars just for downloading this track, for more

While
charging
by
bandwidth usage would likely
decrease file sharing, there are
concerns about the charges
being
overinclusive.
Incremental bandwidth rates
are overinclusive in that non-infringing file transfers would
also contribute to a customer's payment. '1 If the customer
was exchanging digital photographs over email or purchasing
MP3 files from an online store, he would be charged despite
his legal use of the Internet.' It would likely be difficult to
convince customers to accept this blanket charging of
bandwith, and, therefore, it is unlikely that this method would
catch on and be socially acceptable.

Copyright lnfringment Could be
Limited Through Technical Means

The passage of H.R. 5211, when used in conjunction
with
spoofing
and bandwidth limitations, would significantly
Then the
information go to protectedbycovenant.com.'
4
song continues. ' The goal is to include enough music in decrease the level of illegal trading of copyrighted works via
the decoy so that the users get a sense of the song and, the Internet. Although the technical solutions are not yet
therefore, want to actually purchase it.'42 Covenant also available,5 2 H.R. 5211 could successfully limit digital piracy
intends to entice users to help distribute the Covenant because it allows peer-to-peer file sharing software to remain
available to the public, yet it specifically stops the unrestrained
decoy files themselves though the promise of prizes.'43
While file spoofing may not stop file sharing, it has file sharing of copyrighted material across networks. While
the potential to lessen the appeal of file sharing by making it the focus of this Note has been on the illegal activity that
more difficult and time consuming to download quality songs. peer-to-peer networks facilitate, the industry must
Susan Kevorkian, aconsumer technologies analyst at a leading acknowledge that peer-to-peer networks have the capability
technology firm, says spoofing "will make people who would to promote the spread of art that the public may otherwise
otherwise be habitual users think twice about investing their not have heard. John Mayer, a nationally recognized singertime in the P2P networks. As the quality of the files on the songwriter, supports the spread of his music on peer-tofree P2P services go down, it makes the offerings from the peer networks. 3 He credits the networks as the reason
legitimate online services, like Pressplay and MusicNet, that he became successful.5 4 The Internet facilitated the spread
of his music to locations outside of his home base of Atlanta,
much more attractive."'1 4
Another possible way to limit illegal file sharing is Georgia, allowing him to attain a greater audience for his
through ISPs' charging their customers for Internet services songs.5' Radiohead guitarist, Ed O'Brien, echoes Mayer as
'

4
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he says the Internet file sharing of Radiohead's music has
contributed to the band's success. 6 O'Brien asserts that
peer-to-peer networks helped the band by allowing the
public to become comfortable with Radiohead's unique
sound when they may not have given it a chance if a CD
purchase was necessary.17
The differing opinions of musicians like Mayer and
s8
the notoriously anti-MP3 group Metallica would both be
satisfied by the passage of a bill like H.R. 5211 because file
sharing, in general, would continue, yet the sharing of
copyrighted files could be limited at the discretion of the
copyright owner. H.R. 5211 both preserves the presence of
peer-to-peer networks and allows artists to have a choice
whether they want Internet users to share the copyrighted
art. Those artists that support the freedom of sharing may
choose to decline to assert their copyright rights and allow
free file transfers of their work, while those artists who
feel that digital file sharing hurts them may use the
technology allowed by H.R. 5211 to block the sharing of
their music. Thus, artists will be able to make a personal
choice based on their perception of whether Internet file
sharing hurts them or helps them, and they will be able to
block or not block the trading of their art accordingly.
If passed, H.R. 5211 will likely limit the amount of
copyright infringements on the Internet, but it is also likely
that a substantial effect on the amount of file trading will
take time to occur due to the enormous volume of files that
peer-to-peer network users trade daily. For instance, when
the peer-to-peer network, Napster, was at its peak, 10,000
MP3s were traded every second.5 9 As a result of this scope,
it may take time to create technology to handle this volume
of trading. It is also questionable when copyright owners
will develop the technology that the Department of Justice
requires. The software must be able to specifically read
files to ensure that the file in question is actually the targeted
copyrighted art. 60 The Department of Justice will not
tolerate mistakes, such as blocking the wrong file. 6' Since it
may take time to create programs with the necessary level
of specificity, H.R. 5211 may not be able to make substantial
effects on the online file trading immediately.
This time delay is where spoofing and bandwidth
limitations would play a key role in decreasing illegal file
sharing. Spoofing and bandwidth limitations are
countermeasures that can be, and are beginning to be,
performed immediately to start decreasing the pervasiveness
of file sharing. Hopefully, the use of spoofing and bandwidth
limitations would begin to turn the public toward a legal
method of obtaining artistic goods even before a measure
such as H.R. 5211 becomes available.

The Media Industry Must Embrace
Change
In order to speed up the transition from primarily
swapping illegal files on peer-to-peer networks to using peer-

to-peer networks for legal purposes, the copyright market
needs to embrace the digital form and take advantage of
the new opportunities for sales the Internet provides. In
recent years, the use of the Internet as a means for sales
has grown enormously. The Internet now claims 40% of all
U.S. economic growth. 62 Online music sales from ecommerce sites, such as Borders and Tower Records,
reached $900 million in 2001.163 While total CD sales of
$13 billion overshadowed that online figure, analysts see a
trend toward using the digital format. 64 Jupiter Media
Matrix, an Internet research firm, estimates that online
music sales will reach $5.5 billion, or one third of the total
U.S. music sales in 2006.165 Furthermore, MP3 players are
becoming more and more popular, indicating a continued
need for digital music files. It would be unwise for the
music industry not to take advantage of this growing market
66
as a result of its fear of copyright infringement.
To succeed in the present, the copyright industries
need to analyze and grow from how they succeeded in the
past. 167 They must learn how to be successful in the sale of
digital formats over the Internet, much like the motion picture
industry learned how to react to the sales ofVCRs. 68 Until
recently, the recording industry has resisted incorporating
the digital format into its traditional business model. 69 The
likely reason for this resistance is the lack of assured security
of sales when promoting the digital form. 70 While a loss of
profits as a result of digital file sharing may sound plausible,
others, such as Jennifer Toomey of Washington's Future of
Music Coalition, disagree. 7 1 Toomey states, "[w]e hope that
piracy [will] not be used as a code word to cover up the
recording industry's slow adoption and licensing of new
technologies." 172 If the music industry does not begin to
change its business model quickly, it will continue to witness
declining sales as a result of its failure to adapt to the changing
environment.

73

While some level of digital piracy will likely always
remain, the music industry should take advantage of the
millions of Internet users who would prefer to collect their
music digitally and who already purchase songs in the digital
form. The music industry is attempting to make this change
through subscription services for streaming audio. 74 The
benefits of these services are excellent sound quality and a
large selection of songs. 7 Unfortunately, services like
176
Pressplay and Rhapsody have not yet seen much success.
Their lack of success is likely a result of the social norm of
acceptance of digital trading -- if you can download a song
for free, then why should you pay for it?17 7 Apple's iTunes
1 78
Music Store service, however, has seen more success.
iTunes has a catchy interface, and, more importantly, it allows
users full ownership of the downloaded songs. 79 At only 99
cents per song, purchasers can play the song on the computer,
burn it to disc, or transfer it onto an MP3 player."8" The only
limitation of downloading a song is that iTunes embeds the
song with a signal that prevents it from being shared on a
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peer-to-peer network. 8'
In addition to providing options for digital downloads,
the entertainment industries should continue to encourage
artists to be proactive in educating the public about the
realities of file sharing. The artists themselves need to change
the social norm that condones file sharing. The music
industry has already made attempts to educate the public,
most notably by placing radio, television, and newspaper ads
with well-known artists explaining how peer-to-peer file
sharing directly harms them. 8 2 The motion picture industry
has also begun airing television ads and movie trailers which
warn the public about the problems that result from breaking
copyright laws. 3 The combination of educating the public
while providing an alternative to this behavior, such as
subscription services, will hopefully change the social norm
of approval towards file sharing, while resuming the sales
typical of the recording industry.
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CORRECTION
At 6 VAND.J. ENT. L.& PRtc. 55 (Fall 2003), the title of an article written by Joseph E.Magri should
read, "New Media - New Rules:The Digital Performance Right and Streaming Music over the
Internet". Any citations to this article should reference the corrected title.

